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Normal Age-Related Memory Changes
As the human body ages, so does the brain, even with normal healthy aging. Some older adults may begin to notice that it is now taking a little longer to learn new things, or they have become a little forgetful. They may misplace things like keys or glasses or occasionally forget why they walked into a room to do something, or whether they locked the house before they left to run an errand. Sometimes they can’t remember the name of someone they haven’t seen in a while. These are often signs of “mild forgetfulness,” and not serious memory problems (Cooper et al., 2011). Remember that forgetfulness happens at every age. Twenty-year-olds also misplace their car keys, and sometimes can’t remember the name of someone they haven’t seen in a while. Mild forgetfulness is not necessarily caused by age. While some older people attribute these instances as having a “senior moment,” most likely it is not attributed to age at all, but is simply a part of normal errors in memory function. It could be you were distracted when you parked your car and didn’t “input” the memory very well to begin with – or it could be a momentary problem with memory retrieval – you know the person’s name but just can’t seem to recall it.

Mild Cognitive Impairment
Sometimes problems with memory and other brain functions go beyond typical forgetfulness. The word “cognitive” refers to many types of thinking tasks the brain controls, including learning new things, recalling information, decision-making, use of language, and correctly knowing the current time and place. In some cases, people with memory problems that occur more regularly than just “mild forgetfulness” have a condition called “mild cognitive impairment” (MCI). In MCI, people have more memory problems than normal for their age, but they are still able to carry on their normal daily activities. Problems with movement and with the sense of smell have also been linked to MCI (Conti et al., 2013). MCI is not dementia, but an “in between” condition regarding memory. Although older people with MCI are at greater risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease (AD), not everyone with MCI will advance to full-blown AD. Many people with MCI will even revert back to normal cognition. It may be hard to determine if a person with MCI is going to eventually go on to develop Alzheimer’s, in part because the first symptoms of Alzheimer’s vary from person to person. That being said, decline in memory that is accompanied by decline in other aspects of cognition, such as not being able to find the right words, having vision/spatial issues, and difficulties with reasoning or judgment, may be an indicator that the MCI is really early stages of something more serious, like AD.

How Do We Build “Cognitive Reserve” in Our Brains?
Scientists have coined the phrase “cognitive reserve” to describe how our brains are stimulated to build more connections that will help our memory to function well into late life (Stern, 2006; Opdebeeck et al., 2016). Our brains have millions of connections that transfer information from one part of our brains to another, just like a complex
highway system. It is believed that when we participate in activities that challenge us to use our brains (such as doing crossword puzzles or learning a new language), that we are actually building new connections. Volunteering, hobbies and many recreational and social activities are recommended to stimulate our brains and help us maintain good cognitive health. A person who has spent his or her life participating in activities that build these additional “pathways” in the brain is said to have built up greater “cognitive reserve.” The brain in such a person may be able to compensate when a disease such as AD has begun to cause damage, thereby prolonging the number of years with higher cognitive functioning. This is much like a complex highway system that allows travelers to simply take an alternative route when one road has been damaged, so they can still make it to their destination. (Wang et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2012).

When It May Be Good to Get a Physician Evaluation

While “mild forgetfulness” is a normal part of adulthood and aging, other more pronounced changes in cognitive function indicate that a more thorough evaluation by a physician is warranted. If you or a loved one are beginning to worry about your memory changes or if you are experiencing some of the following kinds of cognitive changes, it is probably a good idea to get your memory evaluated professionally (this is not a complete list, but gives some examples).

• Getting lost in familiar surroundings, or having trouble finding your way to places you have had no trouble finding in the past (e.g., not knowing how to get to your regular grocery store, or to a relative or friend’s house that you visit often).
• Having trouble following the plot of a TV show.
• While reading a book, having to re-read a passage over and over and still struggling to understand the meaning.
• Having a sense that your memory is noticeably worse than friends your same age.
• Having very frequent problems in thinking of the right words to say.
• Difficulty in learning new tasks or in thinking through problems to problem-solve.
• Forgetting how to use a familiar device, like your phone or a commonly used appliance.

Can’t I Just Take an Online Memory Test to See if I Have Alzheimer’s Disease?

A doctor can conduct a more complete assessment that takes into account memory changes and how they are affecting the person’s life, and other medical history facts. This helps to clarify whether an individual is in the early stages of dementia, or is only experiencing normal age-related cognitive changes. This is very useful information to have, but in the interest of saving money or trying to avoid seeing a doctor, it might be tempting to seek out some kind of “dementia test” on the Internet. However, be wary of online tests that advertise they will give you an AD diagnosis (often for a fee). A recent study of such online tests found that, out of 16 online tests reviewed, 75% had poor scientific validity or reliability and 100% had poor ethics (Robillard et al., 2015). It is easy for businesses trying to make money to prey on the fear that people have about getting dementia; however, relying on these online dementia diagnosis programs can leave you with an incorrect diagnosis. A “false positive” diagnosis (a test saying you have AD but you really don’t) can be psychologically damaging. Similarly, a “false negative” diagnosis (a test saying you don’t have AD but you really do) can prevent you from seeking helpful treatments, services or therapies. The only reliable way to get an accurate evaluation and diagnosis is to see a physician. In addition, learning all you can by reading informative articles from reliable sources on the Internet such as the National Institute on Aging website, can help you better understand normal memory changes with aging, the natural course of AD, and related concepts.

What Else Can Cause Memory Problems, Besides Dementia?

Aside from the various types of dementia such as AD, a number of medical conditions can also cause significant memory problems. The good news is that these problems typically go away once you get treatment for the actual condition causing the symptoms. Some medical conditions and experiences that may cause memory problems are depression (Gotlib & Joorman, 2010), some medications (Chavant et al., 2011), drinking too much alcohol (Perreira & Sloan, 2002), and head injury such as from a fall or accident (Whiteneck et al., 2016). In all cases, medical treatment should be
sought to prevent permanent damage and to obtain an accurate course of treatment.

**Why Early Diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease Is important**

You might be tempted to avoid getting a doctor’s evaluation for possible AD, simply because you don’t want to hear bad news. The fear of AD may be worsened if there are others in the family with this disease such as parents or siblings. This fear can make an individual simply avoid seeking help altogether and remain in denial, an understandable emotional reaction. However, there can be some real advantages to getting your memory problems professionally evaluated. First, as discussed above, there are many conditions that can cause dementia-like symptoms, many of which are treatable or reversible. It could also be that the memory changes you are worried about might well be normal age-related changes and not dementia after all, and talking to your doctor can put your mind at ease.

Additionally, having an initial “baseline” evaluation will help your doctor to track changes in your memory over time to help clarify the diagnosis for your memory problems down the road. Also, if it turns out that you do have some form of dementia, learning about it early can help you better prepare. Along with the notion that “knowledge is power,” learning about your dementia diagnosis early will help you (and your future caregiver) be better informed as to what kinds of changes to expect in the years and months ahead.

Another benefit of early diagnosis is that, in the early stages of dementia, many people still have a great deal of cognitive abilities and are fully capable of making their own decisions as to future medical treatments, housing changes, financial plans, wills, and so on (Silverstein & Sherman, 2010). They want to be “in the driver’s seat” while they still can, rather than waiting too long when their cognitive abilities have declined to the point that others must make these decisions for them.

Unfortunately, at the present time, there is no known treatment to stop or reverse AD (Hargreaves, 2012), with disappointing drug trial results revealed again as recently as November 23, 2016 (Eli-Lilly, 2016). Even so, having a physician closely monitoring your memory changes over time will make it so that you are “on your doctor’s radar.”

Then, as new medications become available, your doctor can more immediately prescribe these new medicines to you or suggest participation in promising clinical trials of experimental treatments. There are several techniques currently being studied where “biomarkers” are collected from brain images, spinal fluid, and blood, to watch for signs of disease. While more research is needed before these techniques can be relied upon to diagnose Alzheimer's disease in everyday medical practice, they are showing promise (Korolev et al., 2016).

**Summary**

As we age, our brains age right along with the rest of our bodies. Our reaction time may begin to slow as a result of aging, and we will continue to experience “mild forgetfulness” as a normal part of life. If your memory changes are greater, or these changes seem to be noticeably impacting your ability to carry on your normal day-to-day activities, these are indicators that it is time to be evaluated by a physician for MCI, dementia, or other cognitive problems. An accurate diagnosis of dementia will help you and your physician plan the best course of action for you, to keep your memory as sharp as possible as you get older.
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